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A GET TOGETHER ON 10 DECEMBER
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RECENTLY…
2 November - a
combined meeting of
Dunedin NZCFS and
Dunedin Shanghai
Association hosted
Consul General Jin
Zhijian at which he
spoke about business
and education
exchanges between China and New
Zealand. A very worthwhile meeting. Mr
Jin was happy to answer questions about
tourism promotion, meeting the needs of
Chinese students, and rural Chinese.

Come and meet those who have been to
China this year – and see their 10 best
pictures or stories - relax and share.
Branch members bring your partners and
family. Food provided (BBQ and
Chinese) Non members - $5
5.00 -7.00pm VENUE: St John’s, Roslyn
(ask the branch sec if you need directions). RSVP

We welcome back President Paul Fawcett
from an extensive tour of the north; Rob
Duffy from cycling in Tibet; Craig and
Liz Holmes from Sichuan and Shaanxi;
committee members Annie, Simon and
Miao; Anne Ford back from Beijing
University; Marc Schallenberg from the
NZCFS Environmental Delegation; also
those who took part in the recent NZCFS
South West Tour and others who have
visited China this year; and we welcome
some recent new members.
Our December get-together should be
full of stories from many different
places in China!

CONGRATULATIONS Dr IAN HALL
Members were notified earlier about the
prestigious CHINA FRIENDSHIP
AWARD given to Dunedin scientist and
branch member Dr Ian Hall recently.

Prof Hugh Blair, of Massey University,
was also honoured this year for his work
in sheep breeding and production
research.

The award is presented annually to 50
foreign experts who have made an
"outstanding contribution" to China’s
economic and social progress.
Dr Hall has been involved in China for
the past 20 years, and more specifically
with the Lhasa-based Tibetan Academy
for Agriculture and Animal Science since
2000.
His work in Tibet, including a mushroom
project, irrigation work and the
inoculation of forestry species with
beneficial mychorrizal fungi, had been a
"rewarding" experience, and well worth
the associated problems of working at an
altitude of 3650m, including the loss of
11kg in weight, regular migraines and the
need to sleep with an oxygen bottle beside
the bed.
Dr Hall is only one of a
dozen or so New
Zealanders to get the award
in past years.
The award presentation was
followed by a meeting with
Premier Li Keqiang and a
banquet for 2000 people in the Great Hall
of the People in Beijing to mark China’s
National Day.

Dr Ian Hall (left), Xiong Wei Ping, David
Evans (Deputy Head of Mission, Beijing
Embassy), Alana and Hugh Blair at the
dinner in the Great Hall of the People.

One of Ian’s personal comments: It has
been delightful working in TAAAS (Tibet
Academy for Agriculture and Animal
Science). It is an organisation with 500+
well trained staff with an excellent
management, a well-defined purpose for
being, and generally sufficient
funding. That plus living in Tibet where
the scenery is best described to another
Kiwi as Central Otago on steroids, being
surrounded by a history spanning 5000+
years, and warm friendly people, made
my time in Tibet a reward in itself.
When I was first told that I had been
nominated for a "People's Republic of
China Friendship Award"
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friendship_

Award_(China) I had no idea what it was
but thought that it was nice that our work
was being thought of. However, when
word came that I was to actually receive
one of 50 awarded this year to all
nationalities, the joy it gave to my TAAAS
colleagues, that the very public ceremony
was to be first in Zhongnanhai and then
the Great Hall of the People in
Tiananmen Square, and that I was to join
only a dozen or so Kiwis who had
received them since 1991, I got just a bit
excited and I even bought an expensive
new suit and tie!

NZCFS Environment Delegation
Tour of China 2016: Report by
Marc Schallenberg
I was one of six New Zealanders to be
fortunate enough to participate in the tour,
which was partly funded by the New
Zealand-China Friendship Society. I’m a
limnologist (freshwater scientist) based in
the Zoology Department at the University
of Otago - my fellow delegates
represented a variety of fields of
environmental expertise and interest
including marine conservation,
indigenous ecological knowledge,
environmental planning and renewable
energy technologies. The itinerary was
mostly designed by the delegates with
regard for the expertise of the delegation,
with excellent organisational assistance
provided by Deborah Robertson and
Emma Hill (the tour leaders) and from
Beijing Youxie.

Ian with his truffles at our branch
meeting earlier this year.

Experimental research enclosures at
Dianchi Lake, Kunming.
The purposes of our tour were (1) to build
relationships with Chinese environmental
professionals, (2) to learn about China’s
natural environment and the pressures it
faces, (3) to exchange knowledge about

environmental challenges and successes
in terms of policy, management,
innovation and community action, (4) to
identify further opportunities for ongoing
relationships, knowledge exchange,
consulting, technology, trade, and (5) to
better understand Chinese culture and
worldviews. We gave presentations which
usually included an introduction in
Mandarin (given by Kirk McDowell), a
waiata (we sang “Ehara”, with ukulele
accompaniment), a group presentation on
NZ indigenous biodiversity, and then I
would give a specialist presentation on
aspects of my research on New Zealand
lakes.

Some of the professors and students of the
palaeolimnology group at Kunming
Normal University.
We began the tour in Kunming, the
capital of Yunnan Province (southwest
China, near Laos and Myanmar). Next
stop on our tour was Dali, which we
travelled to and from using the overnight
train. Dali is on the shore of Lake Erhai,
where long ago fishers from the Bai
ethnic group developed a fishing method
using shags to catch the fish.

We then travelled to Beijing (the Northern
Capital). While in Beijing, we had a day
off to visit the Great Wall of China, which
was spectacular.

Swarmed by school pupils, Great Wall of China.

The next stop was to Baoding to visit the
world’s largest manufacturer of solar
panels. Following this, we drove to
Tianjin to visit a newly developed ecocity and then to Nanjing (the Southern
Capital). I split off from the delegation
for 2 days following this in order to go to
Wuxi to visit the Lake Taihu Laboratory
for Lake Ecosystem Research. After a
quick stop in the centre of Shanghai to
have a look around the People’s Square,
my very full and rewarding trip to China
was concluded.
There is no denying that the variety and
scale of environmental challenges facing
China are immense. We personally
experienced serious air pollution in many
cities and water bodies we saw were very
polluted by New Zealand standards. We
heard from a number of Chinese
colleagues about problems with soil
pollution and soil degradation,
necessitating the use of large amounts of
fertilisers. However, from harvesting
cyanobacterial blooms to produce plastics,
to converting restaurant waste into soil

conditioner, to building whole eco-cities
on what were once wastelands, the spirits
of enterprise and experimentation are
alive and working to solve some of the
environmental problems in a way that we
don’t often see here in New Zealand.
One can’t visit China without being
impressed by the variety of foods and
flavours that are on offer. We were
usually treated to banquet meals for both
lunch and dinner and I calculated that in
the 15 days of our visit we probably tried
around 400 Chinese food dishes,
comprising many different specialities some of which were more welcome to our
western palates than others!
We gave presentations at 6 universities
and research institutes and visited with
many government officials, industry
scientists and entrepreneurs. The most
lasting impression for me, is the warmth,
generosity and friendliness of the people
we met, particularly in Yunnan. The time
between meeting people and developing
feelings of friendship was truly very short,
most everywhere we went.
For my part, communications with
researchers at Dali University, Kunming
Normal University, Yunnan Institute for
Environmental Science, Nanjing Institute
of Geography and Limnology (NIGLAS)
and Hohai University are continuing and
6 researchers from NIGLAS and Hohai
will be attending the New Zealand
Freshwater Sciences Society annual
conference in Invercargill, in December.
We hope that a number of science
collaborations in lake research will result
from the knowledge sharing that has
begun.

Environmental delegates enjoying lunch in Dali.
From left: Shreejan Pandey, Emma Hill, Deborah
Robertson, Kirk McDowell, Leana Berriball.

NEWS…
Mandarin and Confucius Classroom
established at South Otago High School

MLAs perform at Confucius Classroom opening

Chinese Consul-General Jin Zhijian,
Chinese Education Consul, Confucius
Institute Director Adam Lam and Clutha
District Mayor Bryan Cadogan were
welcomed by the school's kapa haka
group with a special powhiri and
traditional performance.
Mr Jin was impressed by the dedication
and passion the high school pupils
showed for their culture.

“I have been to many occasions like this
[and] I'm so impressed by the standard of
those kids.”

I will look forward to continuing my participation in
NZCFS as a member and receiving the newsletter in
the future.

Thank you Martha!!

He said the Maori welcome was
wonderful and fabulous.

Martha (front)
at one of the
2015 courses

He officially opened the newly dubbed
“Confucius Classroom'' and gave the
school several gifts to go to the
classroom.
Learning Mandarin would open up
opportunities for pupils in the future as
New Zealand and China continued as
strong trading partners, Mr Jin said.
The Confucius Institute aims to promote
Chinese language and culture in foreign
countries, such as New Zealand.
South Otago High School was the eighth
school in the South Island to get a
Confucius classroom.
https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/southotago/touch-confucius-south-otago

NEWS…
Martha Bell Language Coordinator
From Martha…
The time has come for me to relinquish my role as
Language Lessons coordinator. I have enjoyed the
job immensely and enjoyed meeting all the students
and our teacher Wei Mao.
Dr Paola Voci of the Department of Languages and
Cultures at Otago University has supported the
NZCFS classes this year.
(Martha’s spreadsheet of people involved in the
courses shows the continued and growing interest in
the courses. (2015- 17 2016 - 21) And the
spreadsheet of names already wanting to join a class
in 2017 has three on it)

Interested in
learning
Mandarin?
“Please send me info about the NZCFS
Mandarin Course” (for those not at
school or University Mandarin course).
Send to the Course Facilitator, (interim
contact)
bell3patman@orcon.net.nz 021 067 1858

NEWS…
Just back from the NZCFS South
West China Tour:
Paul Wheeler: … We arrived back on
Thursday night, and after flight delays,
rescheduling and 40 hours without sleep, the
difference between me and the walking dead was
hard to distinguish. ….
The tour went very well. My main objective
there was to take photos, and I certainly did my
best - you miss some that would have been great
shots, but otherwise a good collection (I hope haven't looked at them yet). If I get 10 really
good shots out of the 2-3000 I took, I'll be happy.
…Getting round the minority groups in the
mountains was most interesting…

Stephen Young: …Trip went well, thanks.
Lots of walking. Visiting minority groups and
seeing how they live and dress, was my
highlight….

NZCFS Explore China:
The Northwest/Silk Road Tour
October 2017

Recommended: From the NZCFS
national website: Published: 3 November 2016
in Interesting Articles (Ctrl+click to follow)

How Rewi Alley helped hide
10,000 workers

The itinerary for this tour is available, and
looks very tempting. As well as visiting
Kashgar, about as far west as you can go,
it skirts the southern edge of the
Taklamakan Desert to go to Hotan (or
Hetian), before crossing the desert on the
way to Turpan.
Few travel itineraries currently include the
southern part of the old Silk Road routes
and the oasis towns in the desert, so this
would be rather special.
After reaching Turpan, the itinerary then
includes the more familiar northern Silk
Road destinations of Urumqi and
Dunhuang as well as Zhangye, Shandan
and Lanzhou.
The itinerary is on the national NZCFS
website at: nzcfs-explore-china-thenorthwestsilk-road-tour-october-2017.

NZCFS Honorary Member Liu Guozhong, in one of the 26
loess caves in Baoji, Shaanxi province. Note the brick lining
and the side passage.

A story of enterprise and initiative in the
times of Japanese invasion.
In 1937, the Japanese invaded China in
force. As well as causing mayhem, death
and suffering to the population, factories
were targeted, creating hundreds of
thousands of economic refugees. New
Zealander Rewi Alley was a key figure in
establishing the Chinese Industrial
Cooperative movement, moving plant to
the vast hinterland, mobilising the people,
and providing them with a productive
outlet for them to direct their energies and
frustrations.
Thousands of small scale cooperative
industries were established, often mobile
to facilitate quick retreat and relocation.
Edgar Snow, writing about Alley and the
cooperative movement of the time, wrote
“Where Lawrence brought to the Arabs
the distinctive technique of guerrilla war,
Alley was to bring China the constructive
technique of guerrilla industry….” Read
more Interesting Articles

NEW ZEALAND CHINA
FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY
“Building New Friendships on Solid Foundations”

Learn more about the aims of
NZCFS, its history, its current projects
http://nzchinasociety.org.nz/

For information about the Dunedin
Branch NZCFS Contact:
President Paul Fawcett
paul.fawcett@otago.ac.nz
Treasurer Vivienne Child
vivholmes1@gmail.com 027 2808860
Secretary Colin Child
cchild@clear.net.nz
021 02222 679

SOCIAL MEDIA OF DUNEDIN
NZCFS Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/nzcfsdunedin
WeChat: 444858620

Twitter https://twitter.com/nzchinasociety to
receive instant notification of NZCFS
National News, Project Updates and more.

Reminder Saturday 10 December

CHINA 10
RSVP cchild@clear.net.nz

